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Abstract

During the COVID-19 pandemic, health-related misinforma-
tion and harmful content shared online had a significant ad-
verse effect on society. In an attempt to mitigate this ad-
verse effect, mainstream social media platforms like Face-
book, Twitter, and TikTok employed soft moderation inter-
ventions (i.e., warning labels) on potentially harmful posts.
Such interventions aim to inform users about the post’s con-
tent without removing it, hence easing the public’s concerns
about censorship and freedom of speech. Despite the recent
popularity of these moderation interventions, as a research
community, we lack empirical analyses aiming to uncover
how these warning labels are used in the wild, particularly
during challenging times like the COVID-19 pandemic.
In this work, we analyze the use of warning labels on Tik-
Tok, focusing on COVID-19 videos. First, we construct a set
of 26 COVID-19 related hashtags, and then we collect 41K
videos that include those hashtags in their description. Sec-
ond, we perform a quantitative analysis on the entire dataset
to understand the use of warning labels on TikTok. Then, we
perform an in-depth qualitative study, using thematic analy-
sis, on 222 COVID-19 related videos to assess the content
and the connection between the content and the warning la-
bels. Our analysis shows that TikTok broadly applies warning
labels on TikTok videos, likely based on hashtags included in
the description (e.g., 99% of the videos that contain #coron-
avirus have warning labels). More worrying is the addition of
COVID-19 warning labels on videos where their actual con-
tent is not related to COVID-19 (23% of the cases in a sam-
ple of 143 English videos that are not related to COVID-19).
Finally, our qualitative analysis on a sample of 222 videos
shows that 7.7% of the videos share misinformation/harmful
content and do not include warning labels, 37.3% share be-
nign information and include warning labels, and that 35%
of the videos that share misinformation/harmful content (and
need a warning label) are made for fun. Our study demon-
strates the need to develop more accurate and fine-grained
soft moderation systems, especially on a platform like Tik-
Tok that is extremely popular among people of younger age.

Introduction
TikTok revolutionizes the world of user-generated videos by
offering a platform that continuously recommends engag-
ing short-length videos to users. Nowadays, the platform
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is viral, in particular among young people, having over 1B
users worldwide with a global penetration estimated at 18%
of all Internet users aged between 16 and 64 (Iqbal 2021).
TikTok is popular due to interesting and visually engag-
ing videos focusing on various topics like dancing, comedy
videos, do-it-yourself videos, etc. At the same time, peo-
ple use TikTok for malevolent purposes like spreading ex-
tremist videos (Weimann and Masri 2020) or misinforma-
tion (Basch et al. 2021), hence it is of paramount impor-
tance to have in place scalable and effective content moder-
ation systems to mitigate negative effects from the spread of
harmful content.

The need for timely and effective content moderation be-
comes more apparent when considering the spread of health-
related misinformation. TikTok became extremely popular
during the COVID-19 pandemic and, as with many other
platforms on the Web (e.g., Facebook, Twitter, YouTube,
etc.), the platform is tasked with dealing and mitigating the
spread of COVID-19 related misinformation. To facilitate
content moderation, platforms use a combination of human
moderators and automated means (e.g., Machine Learning
classifiers) to remove or flag content that is deemed to be
harmful or going against the platform’s guidelines (Grim-
melmann 2015).

Recently, platforms like Twitter, Facebook, and TikTok
started opting for more “softer” moderation interventions in
an attempt to inform users about the content posted on their
platform without removing it (Roth and Pickles 2020; Solon
2020; Hernandez 2021). Soft moderation interventions help
platforms ease users’ concerns relating to censorship and
suppression of free speech. One of the most common and
popular types of soft moderation intervention is the addition
of warning labels on posts that are likely to share harmful
content. Previous work focuses on assessing the effective-
ness of warning labels (Bode and Vraga 2015; Kaiser et al.
2021; Moravec, Kim, and Dennis 2020), how users interact
with and perceive warning labels (Mena 2020; Geeng et al.
2020; Saltz, Leibowicz, and Wardle 2020; Seo, Xiong, and
Lee 2019), investigating unintended consequences that oc-
cur from warning labels (Pennycook et al. 2020; Nyhan and
Reifler 2010), and analyzing how warning labels are used
on platforms like Twitter (Zannettou 2021; Sanderson et al.
2021). Despite this rich previous work on warning labels,
we lack empirical analyses on the use of warning labels to
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tackle health-related misinformation, particularly on emerg-
ing platforms like TikTok. We focus on TikTok as the plat-
form is fundamentally different from Twitter and Facebook,
where previous work focused when investigating soft mod-
eration systems. TikTok’s content is predominantly shared
via videos and the platform is extremely popular across peo-
ple of younger age (Statista 2022). The uniqueness and pop-
ularity of the TikTok platform among young people high-
lights the importance of investigating how TikTok moderates
potentially harmful content that might affect its users.

In this paper, we perform a mixed-methods analysis of
COVID-19 related TikTok videos and their respective warn-
ing labels (if any), intending to understand how they are ap-
plied on TikTok and analyze the content of the videos and
whether they should get moderated. To do this, we collect
41,853 TikTok videos that include COVID-19 related hash-
tags in their description, along with information on whether
the videos have warning labels. Then, we quantitatively an-
alyze the dataset to gain a broad understanding of how Tik-
Tok applies warning labels on COVID-19 related videos.
Also, we perform an in-depth thematic qualitative analy-
sis (Tseng et al. 2020) in a random sample of 222 COVID-
19 related videos to characterize their content and whether
there is a justification for the inclusion/absence of warning
labels (e.g., spreading misinformation or harmful content).
Our analysis yields several findings:

• Our analysis shows that TikTok applies a broad and
coarse-grained mechanism for moderating videos with
warning labels, likely based on hashtags included in the
videos’ description. For instance, we find that 99% of the
videos in our dataset that contain #coronavirus in the de-
scription have warning labels.

• More worryingly, we find a substantial percentage of
videos that include COVID-19 warning labels on videos
that their content is not related to the COVID-19 pan-
demic. In a sample of 500 randomly selected videos,
we find 143 English videos unrelated to COVID-19,
and 33 of them include COVID-19 warning labels (i.e.,
“Learn the facts about COVID-19” or “Learn more about
COVID-19 vaccines”).

• Our qualitative analysis (on a sample of 222 videos)
shows that 37.3% of the videos do not share misinforma-
tion or harmful content and they include a warning label,
while 7.7% of the videos share misinformation/harmful
content and do not include a warning label. We also find
that 35% of the videos that share misinformation/harmful
content and they need a warning label are made for fun.

Implications. Our findings have several implications for
end-users and platforms:

• The fact that warning labels are added to a large number
of videos may cause users to ignore such warning labels
when using the platform. In other words, if all videos in-
clude warning labels, it is doubtful that users will pay at-
tention to them, hence reducing their utility. Overall, we
argue that platforms should make a best-effort approach
to show warning labels on potentially harmful content to
maximize the utility and effectiveness of soft moderation

interventions. Also, there is a need to use finer-grained
warning labels based on the perceived risk from dis-
seminating information included in videos. For instance,
higher-risk videos (e.g., videos sharing confirmed mis-
information) should have different warning labels than
lower-risk videos (e.g., sharing unconfirmed information
that will likely have little effect on the platform and the
real world). Also, another suggestion that can mitigate
this issue is for platforms to avoid adding warning labels
to videos based on simple rules (e.g., inclusion of specific
hashtags), which results in a large number of videos with
warning labels, irrespective of how harmful the videos
are.

• The addition of COVID-19 warning labels to videos un-
related to COVID-19 might cause users to lose trust in
moderation systems, as warning labels will be included
in videos irrelevant to the target moderation context. Pos-
sible loss of trust in the platform’s moderation system is
likely to lead users to ignore such warning labels, dimin-
ishing warning labels’ effectiveness.

• The substantial percentage of videos that share misinfor-
mation or harmful content and do not include a warning
label highlights the need to design and develop more pre-
cise and accurate content moderation systems, particu-
larly on a platform like TikTok that is viral among young
people.

• Finally, the substantial percentage of fun videos that
share misinformation/harmful content and require warn-
ing labels emphasize the need to raise awareness to end-
users that even videos made for fun can share harm-
ful information, which might be catastrophic when con-
sidering health-related information (e.g., COVID-19 in-
formation). Also, this finding emphasizes the need for
the design and use of finer-grained warning labels that
aim to inform the users that the video is shared for
satire or fun purposes and that some information might
be unconfirmed. For instance, instead of including the
generic “Learn the facts about COVID-19” warning la-
bel, TikTok can apply a more informative warning la-
bel like “This video shares unconfirmed information
about COVID-19 for satire purposes.” Following this ap-
proach, users will be able to easily differentiate between
videos that intentionally share misinformation compared
to videos that have a humorous nature and share some
unconfirmed information.

Related Work
In this section, we provide an overview of the related work
focusing on soft moderation interventions and the TikTok
platform.
Soft moderation interventions refer to moderation actions
performed on social media platforms and aim to inform
users about the content (and its nature, e.g., it is likely to be
misinformative) without removing the actual content. The
most popular soft moderation intervention is the addition of
warning labels on user posts, an approach that is being used
by mainstream social media platforms like Twitter, Face-
book, and TikTok (Roth and Pickles 2020; Solon 2020; Her-
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nandez 2021). These interventions aim to limit the spread of
potentially harmful content on social media platforms by in-
forming users, hence decreasing the likelihood of resharing
harmful content.

According to Mena (2020), warning labels assist in pre-
venting the spread of deceptive content on social media on
Facebook. Another body of work investigates users’ percep-
tions towards such interventions and their perceived effec-
tiveness, finding that while the majority of users are positive
about social media interventions, they usually resort to other
ways to verify information (e.g., via web searches) (Geeng
et al. 2020). Similarly, Saltz, Leibowicz, and Wardle (2020)
focus on users’ perceptions, and they find that the use of
warning labels is seen as excessively authoritarian, biased,
and punitive. Controlled experiments by Kaiser et al. (2021)
indicate that the design of warning labels can inform users
about the risk of harm rather than moderating their behavior.

Other previous work investigates various effects from the
use of soft moderation interventions like the “implied truth
effect” (Pennycook et al. 2020) (i.e., content without in-
terventions are believed to be credible), the “backfire ef-
fect” (Nyhan and Reifler 2010) (i.e., people strengthen their
support for misinformation after seeing interventions), and
the “illusory truth effect” (Pennycook, Cannon, and Rand
2018) (people believe misinformation when exposed to it
multiple times, despite the existence of interventions).

Finally, there is work focusing on empirical analyses of
soft moderation interventions on the Web. Zannettou (2021)
shows that tweets that had interventions on Twitter dur-
ing the 2020 US elections received more engagement com-
pared to tweets without interventions. Similarly, Sanderson
et al. (2021) focus on political content, specifically on tweets
made by Donald Trump that received warning labels. They
find that the content of those tweets was also circulated on
other platforms like Reddit, Facebook, and Instagram and
that tweets with warning labels were posted more often on
different platforms compared to tweets that did not have
warning labels.
TikTok. TikTok is one of the platforms that started us-
ing soft moderation interventions, particularly warning la-
bels, to limit the spread of harmful content. According to
their report, during the second quarter of 2021, TikTok at-
tached warning labels on 1,856,773 videos that were viewed
11,169,599,491 times (TikTok 2021). This report highlights
the extensive use of warning labels on TikTok and motivates
our work to study the use of warning labels on TikTok.

According to a recent review of social media’s intended
and unintended uses during the COVID-19 pandemic, so-
cial media platforms were critical avenues for understand-
ing various phenomena like identifying infodemics, predict-
ing COVID-19 cases, and analyzing government policies
and people’s reactions to policies (Tsao et al. 2021). Nat-
urally, previous work focuses on TikTok to analyze users’
behavior during the COVID-19 pandemic. Ostrovsky and
Chen (2020) analyze the top 100 TikTok videos with the
hashtags “COVID-19,” “COVID19,” and “coronavirus” in
July 2020, finding several videos shared by healthcare pro-
fessionals as well as people documenting their experiences
with the COVID-19 pandemic. They also find a small per-

centage (0.66%) of video sharing misleading or inaccurate
information. Similarly, Basch, Hillyer, and Jaime (2020) an-
alyze 100 videos posted with the hashtag “Coronavirus,”
finding that the most popular topic of discussion is anxiety
caused by the COVID-19 pandemic and quarantine. They
also analyzed videos shared by the World Health Organiza-
tion, finding that they mostly share information about how
the virus is transmitted, the symptoms, and sharing preven-
tion tips. Finally, other works focus on TikTok videos that
share misinformation about masks (Baumel et al. 2021) and
how TikTok’s virality is associated with disseminating pub-
lic health messaging (Eghtesadi and Florea 2020; Southwick
et al. 2021).

Remarks. To the best of our knowledge, we perform the first
empirical analysis on using soft moderation interventions
(i.e., warning labels) on TikTok, particularly on COVID-19
related videos. Previous work investigated similar systems
on platforms like Twitter and Facebook, which are main-
stream platforms and are mainly used for the dissemina-
tion of text. However, it is unclear whether findings from
previous investigations on other platforms apply to emerg-
ing short-video platforms like TikTok, which is becoming
increasingly popular, especially in people of younger age.
Given the nature of the TikTok platform and its increasing
popularity among teenagers, we argue that it is important
to assess TikTok’s soft moderation systems. Our work is a
stepping stone towards understanding these content moder-
ation systems on short-video platforms like TikTok and sub-
sequently helping in improving them.

Dataset
TikTok allows users to search for videos with a specific
hashtag and view the most popular results, as determined by
TikTok’s search algorithm. We use TikTok’s search feature
to collect our dataset by scraping video search results us-
ing a set of COVID-19 related hashtags. To construct the set
of hashtags, we begin by scraping the videos from #coron-
avirus and #vaccine. We start using these two specific hash-
tags mainly because of their popularity within the TikTok
platform (Paul 2020). Then we iteratively expand our hash-
tag set by looking into the hashtags that co-appear in the de-
scriptions of the collected videos. In each iteration, for each
hashtag, we extract the five most popular COVID-19 related
hashtags that co-appear in the video descriptions (in terms of
count) and then add them to our hashtag set. To determine
whether the hashtags are related to COVID-19, an author of
this paper manually annotated each candidate hashtag as re-
lated to COVID-19 or not. We repeat this iterative procedure
two times on May 29, 2021, collecting a set of 26 COVID-19
related hashtags (available at (Ling, Gummadi, and Zannet-
tou 2021)) and 41,583 TikTok videos.

For each TikTok video, we collect various metadata, in-
cluding: (1) when the video was posted and by which user;
(2) user engagement statistics (number of likes, comments,
and reposts that the video received by the time of our data
collection); (3) URL and description of the video; and (4)
whether the video received any soft moderation intervention
by TikTok (i.e., a warning label presented in TikTok’s user
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Warning Labels #Videos (%)

Learn more about COVID-19 vaccines 12,372 (29.75%)
Learn the facts about COVID-19 6,615 (15.90%)
The action in this video could result in serious injury 146 (0.35%)
This content may not be suitable for some viewers 3 (0.007%)
Total 19,136 (46.01%)

Table 1: Warning labels that exist in our dataset and the number/percentage of videos that include them.

Figure 1: CDF of the percentage of videos with warning la-
bels per hashtag.

interface).
Ethical Considerations. Our study only uses publicly avail-
able information, and there is no interaction with human
subjects. Hence our work is not considered human sub-
jects research by our institution’s Ethical Review Board.
Nonetheless, there are important ethical considerations to
be made when analyzing social media data. Overall, we re-
port results in aggregate, we do not attempt to deanonymize
users, and we do not track users across sites (Kenneally and
Dittrich 2012).

Quantitative Analysis
In this section, we perform an analysis on the entire dataset
to quantitatively analyze the use of warning labels on Tik-
Tok.
Prevalence of warning labels. We start our analysis by
looking into the prevalence of warning labels in our TikTok
videos dataset. Table 1 reports the number and percentage
of videos that have a warning label in our TikTok dataset.
Overall, we find that 46% of the videos in our dataset have
a warning label, which is somewhat surprising since we ex-
pect only a small number of videos to be considered harmful
and justify the inclusion of a warning label. The most pop-
ular warning label is related to COVID-19 vaccines, with
the warning label “Learn more about COVID-19 vaccines”
appearing in 29% of all the videos in our dataset. The sec-
ond most popular warning label is “Learn the facts about
COVID-19” with 15.9% of all the videos. Both of these
warning labels aim to inform users about the COVID-19
pandemic and the vaccines. Also, we find a small percent-
age of videos that include warning labels unrelated to the

COVID-19 pandemic, like “The action in this video could
result in serious injury” (0.35%) and “This content may not
be suitable for some viewers” (0.007%). The appearance of
these two warning labels likely indicates that some of the
videos are unrelated to the COVID-19 pandemic, despite in-
cluding COVID-19 related hashtags in their description.

Next, we look into the hashtags that exist in our dataset
to shed some light on whether the addition of the warn-
ing labels is based on hashtags (i.e., all videos that con-
tain a specific hashtag receive a warning label). To do this,
for each hashtag, we calculate the percentage of the videos
that received a warning label over all the videos that in-
clude this specific hashtag. Fig. 1 shows the cumulative
distribution function (CDF) of the percentage of videos
that received warning labels per hashtag, while Table 2
shows the five hashtags with the larger/smaller percentage
of videos with warning labels. We observe that five hashtags
have a high percentage (> 97%) of videos that receive a
warning label, namely, #coronavirus, #covidvaccine, # pfiz-
ervaccine, #modernavaccine, and #covidvaccinesideeffects.
These hashtags refer to the COVID-19 pandemic and the
vaccines; hence, it is likely that TikTok puts warning labels
on almost all of the videos with these hashtags. By manually
looking into the small percentage of videos that do not in-
clude warning labels on these five hashtags, we do not find
an apparent reason why these videos do not have warning
labels. When looking at the hashtags that had the smaller
percentage of videos with warning labels, we find #mask
(10%), #quarantineroutine (17.2%), #quarantine (21.1%),
#mrna (22.8%), and #lockdown (23.1%). These hashtags are
also related to the COVID-19 pandemic, however, they re-
ceived a substantially smaller percentage of warning labels.

User Engagement. On TikTok, users can interact with
videos by liking, reposting them, or commenting on them.
Here, we aim to analyze the user engagement on COVID-
19 videos that receive warning labels and how this engage-
ment compares to videos that did not. To do this, we create
three sets of videos: 1) Videos that receive the warning label
“Learn the facts about COVID-19”; 2) Videos that receive
the warning label “Learn more about COVID-19 vaccines”;
and 3) Videos that do not receive warning labels. Fig. 2
shows the CDF of the number of likes, reposts, and com-
ments made on videos of the three sets mentioned above, as
well as a concatenation of the two first sets. We observe that,
in general, videos without warning labels receive more en-
gagement than videos with warning labels across all metrics
(median values of 24.8K vs. 4.9K for likes, 289 vs. 93 for
reposts, and 245 vs. 132 for comments). Our findings are in
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Hashtag %Videos Hashtag %Videos
#coronavirus 99.0% #mask 10.2%
#covidvaccine 98.3% #quarantineroutine 17.2%
#pfizervaccine 98.2% #quarantine 21.1%
#modernavaccine 98.2% #mrna 22.8%
#covidvaccinesideeffects 97.7% #lockdown 23.1%

Table 2: Top five hashtags with the larger/smaller percentage of videos that received warning labels (e.g., 99% of the videos
that have #coronavirus in their description received a warning label by TikTok).

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 2: CDF of the number of likes/reposts/comments for videos with and without warning labels.

contrast with previous work focusing on Twitter during the
2020 US elections (Zannettou 2021), which show that tweets
with politics-related warning labels received more engage-
ment compared to tweets without warning labels. This is
likely because of differences in the moderation systems be-
tween TikTok and Twitter and because of the topic of discus-
sion, as we expect people to be less polarized and less will-
ing to engage with potentially harmful health-related con-
tent.

When looking into specific warning labels, we observe
that the videos that received a COVID-19 warning label
receive substantially larger engagement compared to the
videos with the Vaccine warning label (median values of
194K vs. 559 for likes, 3.1K vs. 12 for reposts, and 967
vs. 42 for comments). These results highlight that users are
likely more hesitant to engage with videos that received
warning labels about vaccines compared to videos that re-
ceived warning labels about COVID-19. Another possible
explanation is that COVID-19 videos are more popular on
TikTok in general compared to vaccine-related videos, how-
ever, we can not confirm this with the data we have.

Qualitative Analysis
While it is straightforward to automatically find videos that
include hashtags related to COVID-19, there is a challenge
in determining whether the content of the video is actually
related to COVID-19. This is because, usually, TikTok users
put many hashtags in the video description, with some of
them being unrelated to the video, likely in an attempt to at-
tract more views/engagement. For instance, #foryou is one
of the most popular hashtags on TikTok and is usually in-
cluded in a large number of videos, irrespectively of the

video’s topic. Most likely, TikTok users put such hashtags
in the videos in an attempt to cause the TikTok recommen-
dation algorithm to recommend their videos in other users’
“for you page” (McLachlan 2021). Due to this, simply se-
lecting videos based on hashtags will yield many false pos-
itives (i.e., considering videos as COVID-19 related, when
they are not related). To overcome this challenge and con-
struct a reliable dataset of COVID-19 videos, we extract a
random sample of videos and we perform a manual annota-
tion to determine whether videos are related to COVID-19
or not (Phase I). Then, using the COVID-19 related videos
in our sample, we develop a codebook that guides the the-
matic analysis of our TikTok sample dataset (Phase II). Our
thematic analysis helps us towards analyzing the content
of these COVID-19 related TikTok videos with a particu-
lar focus on understanding the use of warning labels on such
videos. Below, we elaborate on the identification of COVID-
19 related videos and the development of our codebook.

Phase I: Identifying COVID-19 Videos
The first phase of our annotation process deals with iden-
tifying videos that are related to COVID-19. Following the
methodology from (Tseng et al. 2020), we randomly select
200 videos that contain a hashtag related to COVID-19 and
have two authors of the paper review them and discuss them
together to build a shared understanding of what a COVID-
19 related video is. Based on the initial annotation, we use
the following definition for identifying COVID-19 related
videos: The video should express claims/opinions about the
COVID-19 pandemic, sharing their life experiences about
COVID-19, discussing or making fun of news related to the
pandemic, or discussing policies/protective measurements
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that aim to limit the spread of the virus (e.g., wearing a mask,
vaccinations, etc.).

We then aim to test each author’s ability to identify
COVID-19 related videos independently. To this end, we
randomly choose 500 videos from our dataset, with the two
authors labeling them as either related or not related to
COVID-19. During the annotation procedure, we exclude
129 videos not in English, and six videos that were unavail-
able (removed or deleted) by the time of the annotation. For
the rest of the videos, we find an almost perfect agreement
between the two annotators by calculating Cohen’s Kappa
score (McHugh 2012) (κ = 0.98). For the small number of
videos with disagreement, the two annotators solved the dis-
agreements by discussing the videos and reaching a conclu-
sion on whether the video is related to COVID-19. Overall,
our annotation procedure indicates that a substantial num-
ber of videos with COVID-19 related hashtags are not re-
lated to COVID-19, as only 222 out of 365 videos (from 500
videos, we exclude the unavailable and non-English videos)
are COVID-19 related. Interestingly, when looking at En-
glish videos unrelated to COVID-19 (143 videos), we find
that 33 of them (23%) have a COVID-19 related warning
label. This further compounds the findings from our quanti-
tative section, highlighting the broad application of COVID-
19 related warning labels, which even propagates to videos
unrelated to COVID-19.

Phase II: Characterizing COVID-19 Videos
While labeling videos as COVID-19 related is vital, it does
little to characterize the actual content itself. Hence, in this
phase, we design a codebook that guides us towards un-
derstanding the content of COVID-19 videos and warning
labels on TikTok. To build our codebook and perform an-
notation, two authors of this paper independently watched
the COVID-19 related videos (as determined by Phase I)
and produced initial codes using thematic coding (Braun and
Clarke 2006). This step was a relatively loose process, aim-
ing to help the annotators familiarize themselves with the
content of such videos. Then, the two annotators discussed
these initial codes and went through multiple iterations, us-
ing a portion of the data to refine the codebook. The pro-
cess continued until the codebook reached stability, and ad-
ditional iterations would not refine it further. After several
rounds of discussion between the two annotators, we derived
three high-level properties relevant to COVID-19 videos:
(1) video types, (2) stance towards various topics related to
COVID-19, and (3) suitability of a warning label (e.g., video
sharing misinformation or is it harmful). Below, we explain
the three high-level properties in detail.
Video types. TikTok videos can have various types, includ-
ing acting, animated infographic, documentary, news, oral
speech, pictorial slideshow, and TikTok dance (Li et al.
2021). Therefore, the first property of our codebook is re-
lated to understanding the type of the video, particularly in
the context of COVID-19 videos. Based on our definition of
the COVID-19 related videos and our dataset, we code the
following types of a video:

• Personal news: TikTok videos are becoming a popu-

lar way of recording and sharing personal updates. That
is, people share their own experiences or personal news
about the COVID-19 pandemic. E.g., people saying they
got infected, people saying they are vaccinated, etc.

• Made for fun: These videos have a fun nature and try
to entertain viewers (e.g., comedy videos). This type also
includes videos that have a sarcastic nature aiming to en-
tertain, while sharing information about COVID-19.

• Informational video/Commenting news: As the
COVID-19 pandemic progressed, a considerable amount
of news arose regarding the number of new cases and
governments’ policies for countering the spread of the
virus. In our dataset, we find videos that try to explain
various aspects of the COVID-19 pandemic or comment
on news about the development of the pandemic (e.g.,
sharing the number of cases over time or trying to
explain how masks/vaccines work, etc.)

• Opinion: This type refers to videos where the poster is
sharing their opinion about the COVID-19 pandemic.

Stances of topics. During the COVID-19 pandemic, govern-
ments enacted specific policies (e.g., social distancing) and
advised people to follow specific hygiene measures (e.g.,
frequently washing their hands). This likely influenced Tik-
Tok users to share videos related to these policies and hy-
giene measures, hence for each video, we code the following
topics:

• Washing hands is the most common way to protect peo-
ple from getting infected, hence we code each video re-
ferring to washing hands with this topic.

• Masks: Another effective way to limit the spread of the
COVID-19 virus is by wearing masks. Wearing masks
was strongly advised or enforced by many governments
during the pandemic. We code videos related to wearing
masks with this topic (e.g., sharing opinions on masks,
explaining how masks work, etc.)

• Social distancing: As communities reopen and people
can move more often in public, they are advised to keep
physical distance (usually 1.5m away) from other people,
a measure known as social distancing. We code videos
discussing or showing social distancing with this topic.

• Quarantine: Refers to staying home and away from oth-
ers as much as possible to help prevent the spread of
COVID-19. This measure was used during the pandemic,
hence we code videos showing or discussing life during
quarantine with this topic.

• Vaccine: Refers to the development and use of vaccines
to stop the spread of the virus. Overall, there is a heated
debate and a lot of misinformation about vaccines on so-
cial media, hence it is an important topic to study in Tik-
Tok videos.

In particular, we code each topic according to the video’s
stance towards that specific topic: (1) Anti stance, the video
shares content that opposes the proposed policy or protective
measurement (e.g., anti-vaccine stance, anti-mask stance,
etc.); (2) Pro stance, the video shares content that is pos-
itive towards the proposed policy or protective measurement
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(e.g., pro-vaccine stance, pro-mask stance, etc. ); and (3) Not
applicable, the video does not show a clear stance towards
the proposed policy or protective measurement.
Suitability for a warning label. Online misinformation is a
critical problem, which is further compounded when consid-
ering health information during the COVID-19 pandemic.
Motivated by this, social media platforms like Twitter, Face-
book, and TikTok put soft moderation interventions (i.e.,
warning labels) on potentially harmful or misleading post-
s/videos. Such interventions aim to inform the users about
the nature of the post and provide information about the
COVID-19 pandemic. Since one of our goals is to under-
stand the use of warning labels on TikTok, we code each
video on whether it should include a warning label and the
reason for requiring a warning label. Specifically, we use the
following codes:

• Misinformation: The video includes false claims about
the COVID-19 pandemic (e.g., vaccines cause autism,
COVID-19 is caused by 5G, etc.). In such cases, we
code the video as “Misinformation” and we argue that the
video should have a warning label to inform the viewers.

• Harmful behavior: The video includes harmful behav-
ior, e.g., promoting not wearing masks, intentionally
coughing on other people, etc.

• Other: If the video contains offensive language or hate-
ful content related to the COVID-19 pandemic (e.g., anti-
Chinese sentiments due to COVID-19).

• Not applicable: The video’s content does not justify the
inclusion of a warning label.

To test the annotators’ agreement on coding videos based
on the codebook, we extract 50 randomly selected videos
(out of the 222 COVID-19 related videos) and have each an-
notator independently code the videos. Then, we measure
the inter-annotator agreement, for each field in our code-
book, using Cohen’s Kappa score (see Table 3). Overall,
we find substantial agreement (see (McHugh 2012) for in-
terpretation of the Kappa scores) between the two annota-
tors across all the fields with the warning labels’ field hav-
ing the least agreement (k = 0.673), which indicates that
annotating videos on whether they should include warning
labels (e.g., misinformation or harmful content) is a subjec-
tive task. By looking into the disagreements between the an-
notators, we note that most of the disagreements regarding
the topics are because a video includes multiple topics (e.g.,
anti-social distance and anti-quarantine) and one of the an-
notators coded only some of the multiple topics. With re-
gards to the disagreements on the suitability of warning la-
bels, there were some disagreements in some videos made
for fun that share misinformation as well. For instance, one
of the videos that the annotators disagreed shows a text say-
ing “apparently your name backwards is how you die” and
then a woman types her name backwards to a GIF (small
animation) search box and then a coronavirus vaccine GIF
appears. For the disagreements, the annotators discussed the
videos together and came up with a final label. Finally, to
fully code the entire sample of the 222 COVID-19 videos,
one of the annotators coded the rest of the videos.

Feature Cohen’s Kappa Score
Video types 0.789
Stance for hand washing 0.789
Stance for masks 0.771
Stance for social distance 0.913
Stance for quarantine 0.899
Stance for vaccine 0.817
Suitable for warning labels 0.673

Table 3: Cohen’s Kappa score for each field in our codebook
(based on a random sample of 50 videos and two annota-
tors).

Results
In this section, we present the main findings from our qual-
itative analysis on 222 COVID-19 related videos. We look
deeper into the video content, including the type of the video
and its stance towards various COVID-19-specific topics and
whether videos should include warning labels.

Video types We start by looking into the various video
types and whether videos for each kind should include a
warning label. Table 4 reports the numbers of videos in each
video type and code for warning labels. Overall, we find
that 40% of the videos share personal news/updates, 23% of
the videos are made for fun, 27% are informational videos,
while 10% of the videos are opinion videos.

Over the entire dataset, we find 37 videos (16.6%) that
need a warning label, with most of them annotated as mis-
information (73.4% of videos that require warning labels).
Interestingly, we observe that ten videos are made for fun,
and five videos share personal news. However, they also in-
clude misinformation claims related to COVID-19, hence a
warning label should accompany these videos. We also find
nine videos that aim to be informational (i.e., inform view-
ers about a specific aspect of COVID-19), however, at the
same time, they are sharing false claims. Overall, these find-
ings indicate that misinformation and harmful behavior can
be promoted on videos that are seemingly personal or are
made for fun, which has to be taken into account by moder-
ation systems/human moderators, especially when it comes
to health-related matters like COVID-19.

We present an example of a video made for fun and should
include a warning label (TikTok also applied a warning la-
bel). The video shows an anti-quarantine stance and contains
harmful behavior relating to the COVID-19 pandemic and
the spread of the virus. The video was shared on March 12,
2020, when the first lockdown went into place, and it shows
two boys at home partying during the quarantine. At some
point, they start quarreling and fighting loudly, and then one
of the boys spits three times towards the other boy in an
attempt to “spread coronavirus.” The uploader also added
text to the video, saying, “Why coronavirus is spreading so
quickly.” Overall, the video is for entertainment purposes,
however, it demonstrates potentially harmful behavior in
spreading the COVID-19 virus. TikTok labeled this video
with the warning label “Learn the facts about COVID-19.”
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Personal
News

Made
for Fun Informational Opinion

Not applicable 78 38 50 19
Misinformation 5 10 9 3
Harmful Behavior 5 2 0 0
Other 1 1 1 0

Total 89 51 60 22

Table 4: Video types and suitability for a warning label.

Quarantine Washing
hands Masks Social

distance Vaccine

No stance 196 215 183 201 142
Anti stance 2 0 5 2 15
Pro stance 24 7 34 19 65

Table 5: Topics of videos and their stance.

Stance of topics Next, we look into the various topics that
are included in the sampled dataset and the video’s stance
towards them. Table 5 reports the number of videos in each
topic and stance.

Vaccine is the most discussed topic. There are 222 COVID-
19 related videos in our TikTok dataset, and a video may
have stance of multiple topics, e.g., talking about masks and
washing hands, or may not have a stance at all, e.g., not men-
tioning masks, or vaccine, etc. In our sampled dataset, the
most discussed topic is “vaccine,” with 46.3% of the videos
talking about them (15 videos have an anti-vaccine stance,
while 65 videos have a pro-vaccine stance). Other popular
topics are “masks,” with 22.5% of the videos, “quarantine”
with 15.0% of the videos, “social distance” with 12.2% of
the videos, and 4% of the videos are about “washing hands.”

Here, we present an example of a video about vaccines,
which should include a warning label, however, TikTok did
not apply a warning label. The video was shared on May
2, 2021, and depicts a phenomenon known as the Vaccine
Gang (Tiffany 2021). The video poster interacts with other
users’ videos in which they take vaccines other than Mod-
erna to brag about how wonderful it is to take the Moderna
vaccine. The creator attacks people who use Pfizer because
they need to renew their annual subscription to take more
shots. In contrast, people who take Moderna do not need to
wear glasses after being vaccinated (the Moderna vaccine
improves eyesight). Though it is an entertaining video, it
shares false or unconfirmed information about vaccines.

Vaccine is the most controversial/misinformative topic.
Out of 80 vaccine videos, 81.3% videos are pro-vaccine,
while 18.7% videos are anti-vaccine. The percentage of
the videos with an anti-stance for vaccines is higher than
other topics, hence it is the most controversial topic in our
sample. Specifically, out of 39 masks-related videos, 87.2%
videos are pro-mask, and 12.8% videos are anti-mask. Out
of 26 quarantine videos, 92.4% videos are pro-quarantine,
and only 7.6%videos are anti-quarantine. Out of 21 so-
cial distance videos, 90.4%videos are pro-social-distance,

and 9.6%videos are anti-social-distance. Finally, for wash-
ing hands, all seven videos advocate washing hands (pro-
stance). Overall, these findings indicate that most of the
government’s protective measurements and policies are dis-
cussed on TikTok, with some creators sharing their anti-
stance ideology, mainly when talking about COVID-19 vac-
cines.

We coded 16.7% (37 out of 222) videos in our sample
that have to include a warning label; 64.8% (24 out of 37) of
these labels are put to the videos that present an anti stance
to the COVID-19 measurements (see Table 6). Specifically,
all anti-vaccine videos in our dataset share some false claims
about the effectiveness or side effects of vaccines, hence we
argue that such videos should include warning labels. That
is not the case though, as can be seen by Table 6, since only
nine of them have warning labels related to vaccines, one of
the videos has the generic COVID-19 warning label, while
five videos do not have a warning label. Interestingly, we
also find videos with an anti-stance on other safety mea-
surements and promote harmful behavior (i.e., not follow-
ing the guidelines aiming to stop the spread of COVID-19).
We find three that are anti-mask and promote harmful in-
formation (all three without warning labels by TikTok), two
that are anti-social-distance (one of them without warning
label), and two that are anti-quarantine (one of them without
warning label).

Positive stance can be misinformative. We look in more
depth into the videos that have a positive stance towards
various topics (see Table 7). Overall, we find a small num-
ber of videos that have a pro-stance towards masks (three
videos), social distance (three videos), and vaccines (two
videos) that are sharing either misinformation or promot-
ing harmful behavior, hence they should include a warning
label. An example demonstrating how a video with a pro
stance can be misinformative is about a Jamaican COVID-
19 remedy. This video was posted on February 1, 2021, and
TikTok did not include a warning label on this video. The
video shows two women wearing masks (pro-mask) prepar-
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Quarantine Washing
hands Masks Social

distance Vaccine

Misinformation Total 0 0 2 0 15
COVID-19 - - 1 - 1

Vaccine - - 0 - 9
Without warning label - - 1 - 5

Harmful behavior Total 2 0 3 2 0
COVID-19 1 - 0 1 -

Vaccine 0 - 0 0 -
Without warning label 1 - 3 1 -

Table 6: Topics of videos that have an anti stances and the respective warning label types.

ing a Jamaican remedy to cure them of COVID-19. They
barbecue an orange on the stove until the outer part of the or-
ange turns black. Then, they peel the skin, mash the orange,
and put some brown sugar in it. Then, they start eating the
orange, claiming that this remedy will cure COVID-19 and
bring their taste and smell back. This video shares false in-
formation about COVID-19 cures. We argue that this video
should include a warning label to inform the viewers that the
information/remedy included in this video is inaccurate.

From Table 7 we can also observe some instances of
likely poor warning label placement. For instance, one of the
videos has a pro-mask stance and TikTok included a warn-
ing label related to vaccines, when the video is not related to
vaccines. Similarly, we find one instance where the video is
related to social distance and the video includes a warning
label about serious injury (“The action in this video could
results in serious injury”), a warning label that is not related
to COVID-19 at all.

False placement of warning labels Our quantitative anal-
ysis shows that almost half of videos in our dataset are mod-
erated with a warning label, and for specific hashtags (e.g.,
#coronavirus, #covidvaccine, etc.), > 97% of videos have
warning labels. Here, we aim to assess how accurate is Tik-
Tok’s moderation system with respect to adding warning la-
bels on potentially harmful videos. We do this by qualita-
tively analyzing the content of the video to identify misinfor-
mation, harmful content, or other reasons for the inclusion of
a warning label. Note that we assume that only videos that
include misinformation or other harmful information should
receive a warning label.
False positives. We find 37.3% (83 out of 222) false pos-
itive videos in our sample (i.e., the video should not in-
clude a warning label because it does not share misinfor-
mation/harmful content, and TikTok applied one of the two
warning labels related to COVID-19). Looking into the types
of false positive videos, we find that the false positives are
distributed across the various types of videos; 36.1% of the
false positives are “Personal News,” 24.1% are made for fun,
30.1% are information videos and 9.7% are opinion videos.
When looking at the topics of the false positives, we find
that the vaccine topic is the most popular, with 50.7% of the
false positives in our sample. Other popular topics include
masks (19.4%), quarantine (11.9%), social distance(10.4%),
and washing hands(7.6%). Interestingly, our annotations in-

dicate that all false positive videos in our sample hold a pro-
stance towards their respective topics.

Here, we present an example of a false positive video
shared by the official TikTok account of the World Health
Organization on March 21, 2020. The video aims to raise
awareness to people about the pandemic and highlights that
young people can get infected by COVID-19. Also, it men-
tions that young people might require treatment in hospitals
when infected from COVID-19. Overall, the video does not
share any misinformation or harmful information, hence our
annotation concludes that the video should not have a warn-
ing label. On the other hand, TikTok added the ”Learn the
facts about COVID-19” warning label on this video.

False negatives We also find 7.7% (17 out of 222) false-
negative videos in our sample (i.e., the video should include
a warning label because it shares misinformation/harmful
content, and TikTok did not apply one of the two warning la-
bels related to COVID-19). The most frequent type of video
in the false negatives is informational (35.2%), then personal
news (29.5% ), then videos made for fun (29.5%), and opin-
ion videos (5.8%). Similar to the result of our false positive,
the most popular topic in false negatives is the vaccine, with
47% of all false positives. Looking at the stances, we find
that most false-negative videos have an anti-stance; 64.6%
of the false positives have an anti-stance to any topic.

Finally, we present an example of a false negative video
shared on March 18, 2021. The video has a text saying
“When you take the covid-19 vaccine” and shows a woman
sitting on a couch. The woman starts having fast and intense
spasms that cause her to jump on and off the couch. Overall,
this video is likely shared for entertainment purposes, but it
shares misinformation about vaccine side effects (i.e., vac-
cines do not cause spasms). TikTok did not apply any warn-
ing label on this video, however, we argue that this video
should have a warning label that will inform viewers about
the confirmed vaccine side effects.

Impact of false positives/false negatives. To conclude
our analysis, we assess the impact of false positives/false
negatives by looking into the popularity of these videos
(through the lens of engagement metrics) and how it com-
pares with true positives/true negatives (i.e., correctly mod-
erated videos). Specifically, we compare the number of likes,
reposts, and comments that false positives and false nega-
tives received compared to the correctly moderated videos
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Quarantine Washing
hands Masks Social

distance Vaccine

Misinformation Total 0 0 2 1 2
COVID-19 - - 0 1 0

Vaccine - - 1 0 0
Without warning label - - 1 0 2

Harmful behavior Total 0 0 1 2 0
COVID-19 - - 1 0 -

Vaccine - - 0 0 -
Getting hurt - - 0 1 -

Without warning label - - 0 1 -

Table 7: Topics of videos that have a pro stances and the respective warning label types.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 3: CDF of the number of likes/reposts/comments for videos categorized as moderated false positive, false negative, and
others.

in our sample of 222 videos (see Fig. 3). We observe that
false positives and false negatives received more attention
on TikTok in terms of number of reposts (median of 2.4K
and 3.2K, respectively) and comments (median of 1K and
3.3K, respectively) compared to correctly moderated videos
(median of 1.4K and 0.8K, respectively). For likes, we ob-
serve that false positives and correctly moderated videos re-
ceived similar number of likes (median of 71K and 90K,
respectively), while false negatives received a larger number
of likes (median of 188K). Overall, these results highlight
that false positives and false negatives can have an impact
on the platforms, since people engage and interact with these
videos extensively (even to a greater extent compared to cor-
rectly moderated videos).

Discussion & Conclusion
In this paper, we analyzed TikTok’s use of warning labels on
COVID-19 related videos. We created a set of 26 COVID-
19 related hashtags, and then we collected metadata for 41K
videos that emerge after searching for the hashtag on Tik-
Tok. We performed a mixed-methods analysis to understand
the use of warning labels on TikTok, particularly on COVID-
19 related videos. Specifically, we performed a quantita-
tive analysis on the entire dataset to analyze the prevalence
of warning labels in our dataset, the interplay between the
hashtags and the warning labels and analyze the engagement

of video with and without warning labels. Then, we built a
codebook and performed a qualitative analysis that enabled
us to analyze the video’s content and better understand the
connection of content and warning labels. Below, we discuss
our main findings and their implications for various stake-
holders involved in online content moderation.
Broad placement of warning labels. Our quantitative anal-
ysis shows that TikTok broadly applies warning labels,
likely by considering hashtags included in the video’s de-
scription. For instance, we find that 99% of the videos that
include #coronavirus in our dataset are soft moderated with
COVID-19 related warning labels. At the same time, Tik-
Tok’s COVID-19 warning labels are so generic that they
cannot differentiate between high and low-level risks (i.e.,
videos that can have a disproportionately negative impact on
society like dangerous false remedies about COVID-19 vs.
videos that mention COVID-19). Both the broad and generic
nature of the application of warning labels have essential im-
plications for end-users as they can compromise the effec-
tiveness of warning labels. This is because users are likely
to ignore warning labels that appear in almost all videos, par-
ticularly in cases where the warning labels are very generic
and unrelated to the video. Indeed, previous studies on con-
sumer warning labels (i.e., warning labels added on products
like cigarettes) (Robinson, Viscusi, and Zeckhauser 2016)
indicates that broad and generic use of warning labels can
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lead to people ignoring the warning labels altogether. Over-
all, our findings highlight the need to develop fine-grained
soft moderation systems that can provide accurate and spe-
cific warning labels to allow end-users to assess the risks of
the information shared online. The need for such moderation
systems becomes pressing, particularly when considering
platforms like TikTok, which is popular among young peo-
ple, and health-related information (e.g., COVID-19 virus)
that can have devastating effects on society (e.g., people dy-
ing because of misinformation).

Substantial percentage of false positives/false negatives.
Our qualitative analysis on a sample of 222 COVID-19
related videos shows that 37% of the videos that include
warning labels do not share misinformation/harmful con-
tent, while at the same time 7.7% of the videos that do
share misinformation/harmful content have no warning la-
bels. This indicates that the use of warning labels by TikTok
is not ideal and it is likely to hinder their utility and effec-
tiveness. In particular, the inaccurate use of warning labels
can cause end-users to lose their trust in the platform and
its content moderation system. Subsequently, users can elect
to either stop using the platform or completely ignore the
warning labels, which means that warning labels can either
“backfire” (i.e., platform losing users) or have limited use/-
effectiveness. These findings call attention to the need for
greater transparency by the platforms on how these warning
labels are applied to online content. By doing so, end-users
will better understand why they see warning labels on spe-
cific videos and help them trust moderation systems (Naher,
An, and Kim 2019). At the same time, it will help the re-
search community better understand these systems and po-
tentially improve them. This finding also has implications
for the social media platform (i.e., TikTok) themselves. As
noted by Jhaver et al. (2019), a substantial number of false
positives and false negatives that are generated by content
moderation systems are likely to lead into user complaints,
which increases the workload to human content moderators.
Therefore, a large number of false positives/false negatives
will either lead to higher moderation costs for these plat-
forms (as they have to hire more human moderators) or lead
to less-effective moderation (as human moderators will be
overloaded). Platforms like TikTok should aim to diminish
the false positives/false negatives generated by automated
content moderation systems in an attempt to decrease their
costs and increase the effectiveness of their moderation sys-
tems.

Made for fun videos sharing misinformation. Our quali-
tative analysis shows that videos made for fun can be mis-
informative and should be moderated with warning labels.
This finding further compounds previous work on Twitter,
finding that racism and hate speech can be disseminated
through the use of humor, sarcasm, and irony (Petray and
Collin 2017). The use of entertainment videos for spread-
ing harmful content is a worrying trend and is likely indi-
cating that, by using platforms like TikTok, we are “amus-
ing ourselves to death” (Postman 2006). Overall, this finding
emphasizes the need to raise end-user awareness that enter-
tainment and comedy videos can share harmful content or

misinformation. A way to achieve this can be via more pre-
cise, detailed, and fine-grained warning labels that aim to in-
form end-users about the funny nature of the video and that
some information shared within the video might be harm-
ful or misinformative (e.g., “This video shared unconfirmed
information about COVID-19 for satire purposes”). In this
way, users will be able to easily distinguish between videos
that intentionally share misinformation compared to videos
that are likely aiming to raise awareness of COVID-19 is-
sues by creating humorous or satire videos (since the two
types of videos will have different warning labels).

Limitations. We conclude with the limitations of our
work. First, our data collection and the dataset are biased
towards popular content. This is because we use TikTok’s
search functionality, which returns a limited number of pop-
ular videos according to their proprietary and closed algo-
rithm. Since TikTok does not provide any Application Pro-
gramming Interfaces to collect large-scale datasets from the
platform, we cannot quantify the bias in our dataset. Sec-
ond, our dataset and analysis is limited only to videos in-
cluding COVID-19 related hashtags, hence we do not an-
alyze the cases where videos without hashtags share mis-
information or harmful content. Due to this limitation, we
do not investigate whether and how warning labels are used
on videos without hashtags. Third, since TikTok does not
provide any way to collect random or representative sam-
ples from the platform, we are unable to assess the repre-
sentativeness of our dataset and assess whether our results
(mainly the quantitative results) generalize to the entire Tik-
Tok platform. Nevertheless, we argue that for this study, the
collected dataset, despite its biases and limitations, can shed
light on how warning labels are used on TikTok. Finally, our
qualitative analysis is based on coding a small number of
videos (222), focusing only on English-speaking videos re-
lated to COVID-19. Due to this limitation, we cannot assess
the use of warning labels across multiple languages/coun-
tries.
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